Implementation of the CFSP and ESDP

Protecting Europe from terrorism risks
A global reporting mechanism on illicit small arms, weapons and ammunition to reduce the risk of their illicit trade
European Defence Action Plan
EU Institute for Security Studies
Towards more responsible arms transfers: the EU and the Arms Trade Treaty
EU restrictive measures in view of actions destabilising the situation in eastern Ukraine
General framework for EU sanctions

- Overseeing security
  - Dual-use export controls
  - Nuclear weapons - strengthened monitoring and verification
  - Weapons of mass destruction: combating proliferation
  - Small arms and light weapons: combating their accumulation
  - Ballistic missile non-proliferation measures
  - Regulating the arms trade

- CFSP/ESDP Bodies
  - EU external action
  - Permanent structured cooperation on defence and security (PESCO)
  - European Union Special Representatives — EUSRs
  - EU Satellite Centre (SATCEN)
  - European External Action Service
  - Standing Committee on operational cooperation on internal security
  - The EU Special Representatives for Human Rights
  - European Security and Defence College

- Military capabilities
  - EU external action
  - Small arms and light weapons
  - European Defence Agency

- Military crisis management
  - Political and Security Committee (PSC)
Military Staff of the European Union (EUMS)
EU external action
Financing European Union military and defence operations (Athena)
Military Committee of the European Union (EUMC)

**International cooperation**

EU external action
Convention on the prohibition of anti-personnel mines and on their destruction
International agreements and the EU’s external competences
Cooperation with NATO
The EU Special Representatives for Human Rights

**Missions**

EU external action
Border Assistance Mission to Moldova and Ukraine
Operation Sophia: Fighting human trafficking in the Mediterranean
EU mission in Kosovo — upholding the rule of law
The EU's Military Planning and Conduct Capability